
This is our Christmas story. A post written last July to let people know an Ethiopian 

reality and to give a possibility to have a shop window in Italy. An Italian company that 

glimpses a business possibility, explores it and concludes an agreement. The world will 

not change, but even if there’s just one family that could guarantee a better life 

condition, it would be an important goal for us of Alley Oop. Thanks to Micaela 

Cappellini who has been able to see and tell this story, which is on the front page of Sole 

today.  

The Teff of Ethiopia finds a buyer thanks to the 
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This is our Christmas story. A post written last July to let people know an Ethiopian 

reality and to give a possibility to have a shop window in Italy. An Italian company 

that glimpses a business possibility, explores it and concludes an agreement. The 

world will not change, but even if it’s just a single family that could guarantee a 

better life condition, it would be an important goal for us of Alley Oop. Thanks to 

Micaela Cappellini who has been able to see and tell this story, which is today on the 

front page of Sole.  

Here is the story: 

https://alleyoop.ilsole24ore.com/author/micaelacappellini/


 

 24 Ore. 

 

Two sisters, a mill between the metal sheets and the mud on the outskirts of the city of 
Addis Abeba. A precious cereal, the teff, that grows only in Ethiopia and it has a gift of 
being gluten – free. A journey, an encounter that leaves a lump in the throat.  
A courageous attempt: «Who will help me find a buyer in Italy of the Ture sisters’ 
Teff?». That’s how it ended, with a message thrown in a bottle, the post published on 

Alley Oop, the female blog of the Sole 24 Ore, with the story of these two Ethiopian 
women determined to give a better future to their children and to the highland farmers. 
Then it happens that the messages in the bottles arrive somewhere. And the newspapers 
end up on helping someone: «Your article that appeared on the 10th of July was 
illuminating – writes Giacomo Bartolini, consultant of the Italian Luxury Taste of 
Corridonia, Province of Macerata – after two travels to Addis Abeba together with 
Marco Valle, the company owner, on the 4th of December we signed the agreement for 
the distribution of the Teff flour produced by the Ture Mill. We have the exclusive for 

the European continent, for Russia and for the whole Asia except China». 



 
The story on the first page of Sole 24 Ore on December 27, 2019 

Giacomo Bartoloni writes me two days before Christmas. And this is a Christmas story. 

In every way. Marco Valle, the owner of the Italian Luxury Taste, is a businessman from 

the Marche region who is usually in charge of the luxurious wines and food products’ 

import – export. But he has a daughter, Sofia, who unpurposely happens to turn five on 

the Christmas day and she’s celiac. For this, Marco Valle knows the importance of the 

gluten – free cereals. He knows how much these superfood are wanted in Western area, 

that is increasingly eager to pay expensive for a healty diet. 

However, Teff only grows in Ethiopia and in Eritrea, an altitude of two thousand metres. 

They're millenary straws and especially straws that the Addis Abeba government had 

always forbidden to export because they form the food base of the Ethiopian population. 

Until a few months ago: after three years of burocratic procedures, to get the license 

number 001 are the Ture sisters. The first, in all the country, to be authorized to export 

the Teff abroad. «If I could sell it in Europe at ten, twenty times the prize it has today 

here in the Ethiopian market, I could pay more the farmers who supply my mill – Sozit 

Ture confesses me on July – I could reinvest these export money in the agricultural 

modernization. We could double the production». And send to school all the children 

of these countrysides and these shanty towns. 

Teff as a good action. Teff as a good deal: «For a year, I was thinking about the 

potentiality of this cereal» tells the businessman, who’s together with his consultant had 

also drawn up a feasibility study. Encountering the mill with the only license for the 

export abroad of the whole Ethiopia has been the spring that made the business click. 

«The Ture sisters - Marco Valle tells – commited theirselves to supply us a 200 quintals 



of container of flour per day in a whole year». Isn’t it too much? «We want to present 

the Teff to the main industries of food transformation in Italy – says Valle – besides 

being gluten – free, this cereal has a low glycemic index, it contains albumin proteins as 

much as an egg and it’s rich of potassium. We believe that its superfood properties are 

that interesting, they can become strategies for all the huge companies to the food mass 

production for celiac people, diabetic people, for vegans and for athletes». Marco Valle 

has in mind Barilla, Ferrero, Galbusera: that’s why he thinks big.  

For the Ture sisters, the agreement with Italian Luxury Taste means important income of 

fine currency that can become investments. This means going back to dream for their 

children to attend American Universities, as they did. Grandfather Ture was the first 

Ethiopian to trade in industrial machinery with the Chinese people. A pioneer who saw 

far away, considering that China is the main investor and the most important market 

partner of the country. Then the money was gone, so as the Chinese support. That is 

why, Sozit and Muna had to return home. But they rolled up their sleeves, and they 

started again from the bottom. 

 

In Italy, in the meantime, Teff flour has already landed: «I brought it to my wife – tells 

Marco Valle – she made cookies from it for my daughter Sofia». Obviously, Christmas 

cookies.  

 



  

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 



 

The story is really positive. Hopefully the Ture sisters had used their joyful meeting for 

the good of many, as claimed in the article. Africa or Italy, money plays tricks to 

everyone and greed has no borders. . . 

Reply 

 Ase | January 2, 2020 at 8:29 pm 

 I’m starting to worry for my poor people. The price without export was already 

multiplied 10 times more in less than 5 years, I would like to see where it comes next☹️ 

Reply 

 giacomo bartoloni | January 2, 2020 at 4:04 pm 

Ma’am Banti, you offer me an opportunity to inform you that the Teff, the original one 

and cultivated in many years in Ethiopia, can be imported and only in the form of flour, 

just  recently and exclusively by the Italian Luxury Taste. The one that you can find in 

the market is of a completely different origin (Spain, USA and Holland especially) and, 

so, it’s not a product originated by Ethiopia. The article is correct and we are at your 

service for any insights.  

Reply 

Well, the Teff is in Italy for at least 6 years now. Obviously it comes out from the 

Ethiopia, with or without license. And you can find flour, pasta, cookies. Generally, 

dessert products. Just do a research on the internet. Words from a celiac. Please tell us 

the story but correctly.  
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